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Allrecipes, Betty Crocker, and Pinterest are just some of the many resources that today’s aspiring 

bakers use to lock down the “perfect” recipes. Even then, sometimes things just don’t go as 

planned. With multiple steps, confusing directions, and long lists of ingredients, missing even one 

detail along the way can completely destroy a recipe. After all, baking has become known as a 

science—and that is increasingly intimidating for the non-professionals at home. 

 

So what can wishful home bakers do to ensure that they don’t bake up another dud for a family 

gathering? Home baker turned professional, Lisa Smigelski has some tips to save the day. 

 

“It’s really about confidence. When I first started baking, I didn’t really know what I was doing 

either. But I quickly fell in love with it and I eventually went to pastry school. Now I have my own 

business! It’s all in baby steps, but anyone can learn to bake like a professional at home if they 

want to,” says Smigelski, dressed in a hot pink chef coat that is covered in royal icing. 

 

Her bakery, Lisa’s Confection Connection, is located in 

Clarkston, MI, and began in her basement fifteen years 

ago. Today, she has her own storefront. Her most 

popular item is the seemingly simple but “ever so 

complicated” sugar cookie. 

 

“Ah, yes, the sugar cookie. You might think that it is the simplest thing to make, but, to make it 

right can actually be pretty challenging.” 

 

The life of a sugar cookie at Lisa’s Confection Connection all starts with the ingredients; Butter, 

sugar, vanilla extract, eggs, baking powder, and flour.  

Lisa’s Confection Connection is located at 7183 
N. Main Street, Suite D., Clarkston, MI 48346 



 

“One tip that I think is important is that you should make sure your ingredients are room 

temperature. It seems miniscule, but it can actually make all the difference in creating a soft 

cookie once it’s baked.” Smigelski says as she places a huge handle on a mixing bowl at her 

station. 

 

Butter gets placed in the bowl and the mixer begins to whip. Sugar is added and is mixed until it is 

light and fluffy. Next, eggs are added one at a time, and once those are fully incorporated, the 

vanilla extract is mixed in. 

 

“By this point, if you have done everything neatly, you should have a mixture that is light in color 

and that is very smooth and soft,” Smigelski continues, “That means it is time to add the flour and 

baking powder.” 

 

Flour and baking powder should be thoroughly sifted together before adding them to the dough 

mixture. This ensures that the baking powder can “wake-up” and act as the leavening agent in the 

cookies as they bake.  

 

Smigelski says, “Adding the flour mixture in small increments also helps to evenly distribute the 

baking powder throughout the dough.” Once the flour is all mixed in, the dough is complete and 

needs to be placed in the fridge to chill and firm up. 

 

“Our sugar cookies don’t spread when they bake—they hold their shape, and this chilling process 

is the reason why.” Smigelski says. 

 



After about an hour in the cooler, the cookie dough is pulled out, rolled to about a quarter inch 

thickness, and cut into fun shapes. The cookies are placed an inch apart on a baking sheet and 

put in a 325° oven for eight minutes. 

 

The cookies are done when they have risen slightly and are lightly browned on the edges. Once 

they are baked and cooled, the fun of decorating begins. 

 

“This is one of my favorite parts because there isn’t a way to mess it up. We use royal icing here, 

and that’s very simple to make. It’s just three ingredients; powdered sugar, meringue powder, and 

water. You just mix them together and there you have it. My ‘secret’ royal icing recipe,” Smigelski 

laughs. 

 

Cookies at the bakery are decorated according to the 

season, but staples in the shop are small rainbow 

colored circles called “dots,” and smiley faces.  

 

Adding one last piece of advice for home bakers, 

Smigelski says “If I can do it, anyone can do it,” She 

continues, “Practice really does make perfect when it 

comes to baking, just take small steps, be patient, and 

eventually, you will be baking like a professional.” 

 

 

 

For more information regarding Lisa’s Confection Connection, visit their website at 

http://www.lisasconfectionconnection.com.  A recipe similar to the one used at this bakery can be 

found at http://www.twosisterscrafting.com/best-sugar-cookie-recipe/. 

Lisa’s Confection Connection sugar cookies decorated at 
Christmas time (2016). 


